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CONCEPT TO COMPLETION

The design and build process offers clients a bespoke turnkey solution that meet fast paced 
timescales and proves to be more cost effective than traditional procurement routes.
GTA Interior’s due diligence from the outset of your project means specication and costing is 
xed, providing you with cost certainty.
I.T, Audio Visual and communications systems are proposed in line with project budgets and 
iintegrated into design from the outset ensuring seamless design and coordinated and cost 
effective works.

“GTA made a signicant contribution to making our refurbishment project such a success. 
They took the time to understand our business and what we wanted to achieve and that 
really shows in the end result. The entire team take a real pride in what they do and are a 
pleasure to work with”

(John Ross Estates & Facilities Lead - Monitor Department of Health)

“GTA did a fantastic job in creating an urban home with innovative design solutions and 
in line with or project budget”

(Jeremy Baldwin Managing Director- Bright Blue Day) 
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It is only following evaluation of building services and architecture that GTA Interior proceed into
space planning and concept design to ensure proposals are feasible and compliant with building
control. 2d space plans, 3d visualisation, finishes and furniture selection are presented help you
visualise the concept design. We provide budget costing and timescales so you can make
informed decisions even at this early stage.

DESIGN & 
COSTING

GTA Interior develop design and coordinate mechanical and electrical design to present fixed
detailed costing and a construction programme. The package of information allows you to make
a well informed decision, appoint and enter into a JCT Design & Build Contract.

Once appointed GTA Interior prepare and develop construction drawings even further for
landlord license to alter. Additionally mock ups and samples are reviewed for your final approval
prior commencing works on site.

DETAIL 
DESIGN

The project managers will lead the project on site holding regular sub-contractor meetings to
ensure all elements of works are coordinated, the programme is adhered to and there is
continuous quality control and testing, snagging all the way through the build.They also
complete all necessary health and safety checks, liaising with building control and HSE so all
elements of works comply with workplace standards and regulations. Regular client meetings
are scheduled providing progress updates allowing you to experience the project development
and see it flourish. Having a single point of contact releases you to continue with your normaland see it flourish. Having a single point of contact releases you to continue with your normal
business operation giving you the confidence that your project is in safe hands.CONSTRUC-

TION 
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What our Clients say: 
 “The design, layout and functionality is awesome. It shows off our technology,
portal, ITC and Lakeview facilities along with being very usable and functional”
(Justin Reise Corporate Properties Manager -World Wide Techology Inc)

APPOINT GTA

At practical completion and client handover you are presented with Operation & Maintenance
(O&M) files and as built drawings and ongoing GTA Interior support to assist any future
requirements and maintenance.
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DESIGN AND BUILD PROCESS

A project brief is formalised by understanding initial requirements and aspirations then
developed during the early stages of workplace analysis when current working habits successes
and failures are identifiedOUTLINE

BRIEF


